
Simply hiring “good people” doesn’t mean you have a good staff.
Know how to develop, support, and manage your employees.

By Paul Winnington, Editor-in-Chief

M
edical school prepared you to manage a colony of
Propionibacterium acnes, but when it comes to man-
aging a handful of employees, the curriculum prob-
ably hasn’t proven helpful. For many dermatolo-
gists, staff management is a significant and often

challenging element of their day-to-day duties. And even those
physicians fortunate enough to have a trusted and able adminis-
trator or manager to handle the bulk of staff oversight must
remain active and informed participants on the
day-to-day management of employees. To
help, an experienced practice adminis-
trator offers secrets to effective staff
management.
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Fill Positions, Not Vacancies
It seems simple enough, yet many practices don’t have a writ-
ten job description for every employee position. Developing
useful job descriptions may take time, but it’s well worth it not
only to facilitate hiring and training but also to support ongo-
ing employee evaluation and monitoring. 

“Every practice needs to have job descriptions for everything
they do,” says Fran Parrish, Administrator, University of
Rochester Department of Dermatology and President of the
Association of Dermatology Administrators/Managers
(ADA/M). Beyond informing the employee of his or her job
responsibilities, the description should have a big-picture view
that gives the individual a sense of “how their role fits into the
practice,” she says.

Ms. Parrish recommends providing each applicant a written
copy of the job description at the interview and reviewing it
with them. This affords the interviewer the opportunity to
address key points while the candidate has the chance to ask
any questions about the position and his or her responsibilities.
It ensures the potential employee has a realistic expectation of
the position and avoids future employee dissatisfaction or
reluctance to accept duties. Candidates who know all job
expectations from the start can’t use the “That’s not part of my
job” argument to avoid new responsibilities.

Seek a Good Fit
Providing the candidate a copy of the job description at the inter-
view is the first step to fostering realistic expectations. The next
step is to expose the potential employee to the office culture and
give them an accurate sense of the practice dynamic.

If an individual seems like a viable candidate for employ-
ment, at the end of the interview take them around the prac-
tice so that they can see it in action. “Let them chat with other
employees,” Ms. Parrish suggests. This first-hand experience of
the practice helps the candidate better determine if it is a good
“fit” for him or her, based on the pace, patient base, patient care
philosophy, etc. 

Conduct Regular Reviews
Regular employee reviews are critical for smooth employee rela-
tions. They offer an opportunity to identify and correct poor
performance and provide a method to praise and encourage
good performance. They give the employee an opportunity to
voice concerns. Encourage employees to speak candidly during
reviews. Finally, reviews are a good time for the employer and
employee to together assess progress and set goals and objec-
tives for future growth and development. 

At her practice, all employees begin employment under a
six-month probationary period, Ms. Parish says, and she rec-
ommends the policy to other practices.  If at any time during

that initial six-month period the employee is not “catching on”
or meeting expectations, there is an immediate, documented
conversation with that individual to address the area(s) of con-
cern. More formal reviews are appropriate for more significant
concerns or behaviors. During these initial mini-reviews, clear-
ly describe the problem, offer an example of an appropriate
behavior, then provide clear guidelines for the employee.
Include specific, measurable goals for improvement.  Develop
work plans, if necessary, to guide the employee’s behavior.

At the end of the probationary period, conduct a formal
review and then annual performance reviews thereafter. Again,
reviews are your opportunity to promote continued positive
action and address and prevent problem behavior.  However,
do not limit employee feedback to this once-a-year meeting. Be
sure to provide feedback and guidance on a consistent basis.
Avoid the temptation to withhold commendations or criticisms
until the review (“Oh, we’ll have to talk about that when we do
his review”). Instead, address both positive and negative issues
immediately and use the scheduled review period for follow-
up.

Numerous resources are now available to facilitate employ-
ee performance reviews. Among them,  ADA/M provides per-
formance evaluation tools and templates in its practice manage-
ment toolkits. For information, visit www.ada-m.org.

Train and Retain
Reception staff often “are least valued but most important,”
Ms. Parrish says. “They’re a great marketing tool. They’re what
the patient hears and sees first.” Happy, efficient, welcoming
staff convey a very different message to new and existing
patients than do harried, curt, and inefficient personnel.
Despite their vital role, reception staff tend to have the highest
turn-over rates. 

Training is important for all employees, especially the front-
office staff, throughout their employment. Establishing a com-
prehensive employee training program shows staff that you
value and appreciate what they do, Ms. Parrish observes.
Importantly, beyond showing the employee how to do things,
implement tangible measures to monitor how well they do
them. Outline appropriate, specific performance goals for
employees and “sign them off as they become efficient with
these tasks,” Ms. Parrish suggests. Don’t neglect training for
new employees with previous medical office experience on the
assumption that they “know the ropes.” “They might be bring-
ing bad habits with them from the other practice,” Ms. Parish
warns. Counter resistance to training by explaining to the new
hire that you simply want them to fully understand how and
why you do things in your practice, she says.

Don’t forget to set, revisit, and monitor achievement of per-
formance standards. These are measurable standards of produc-
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tivity. Consider, as examples, set-
ting goals for registration errors, processing errors, etc.
Recognize employees who meet or surpass standards and devel-
op strategies to improve performance for those who fall short.

Consistent, on-going training is also critical beyond the ini-
tial probation/training period. Treat ongoing employee educa-
tion as a priority, not as a nuisance or afterthought. Schedule
regular in-service programs or educational lunches to cover
everything from the basics (such as phone technique) to the
more advanced  (perhaps a new electronic patient record sys-
tem). Training should “reinforce the job and what the individ-
ual should be doing,” Mr. Parrish suggests. Though it’s helpful
to keep an eye out for potential areas of poor performance on
which staff may require a refresher course, avoid the mistake of
only scheduling sessions in response to evident problems. It’s
better to hold a program that reviews and reinforces good per-
formance than to try to change already-established bad habits.

Make Ends Meet
Most practices have an inherent front-end/back-end dichoto-
my; the front office and business staff deal indirectly or infre-
quently with the clinical staff. Beyond training, another impor-
tant and largely overlooked strategy is to get the front and back
ends working seamlessly together.

Good communication between the physician(s) and
employees allows for better day-to-day office operations. By

developing a good communication basis
and working relationship, the front-
office and back-office can more quickly
and effectively answer each other’s ques-
tions, address problems, and develop
solutions. Rather than communicate
through the office administrator (or
worse, through the office staff
grapevine), the two sides should be able
to discuss issues, such as scheduling,
directly.

Keep the Peace
Employee conflicts can develop in virtu-
ally any office in any field of work. The
fact that many medical practices are fast-
paced and sometimes stressful only
increases the potential for employee
clashes. The good thing about employee
clashes, Ms. Parrish observes, is that you
can usually see them developing. “You

can tell they’re conflicting,” she says. Furthermore, one
or the other party will usually bring developing problems to the
administrator’s or manager’s attention early on. It’s important
to intervene as quickly as possible, Ms. Parrish admonishes.
Don’t wait for conflicts to blow over or spontaneously resolve.

Think creatively about solutions. Sometimes something as
simple as switching employees to different work stations can
diminish conflict. Occasionally, more significant conversation
and/or mediation is necessary.  

Build the Team
Supplement educational lunches and programs with programs
that help build a stronger team. The possibilities are extensive,
Ms. Parrish says, ranging from day-long off-site retreats to
occasional appreciation lunches followed by the afternoon off
for staff. Practice size, resources, and staff personalities can
guide the selection of team-building exercises, she says. 

Some programs will include all staff, including physicians,
while others may focus only on the reception/business and
nursing staff. The focus or agenda for the programs will vary
too. At one very successful event, Ms. Parrish notes, members
of various departments explained their responsibilities and role
within the practice. Simply developing appreciation for each
other’s roles and sharing time together away from the office was
valuable, she says. 

Value Patient Input
Always address patient complaints about a staff member direct-
ly with the person or people involved. The employee isn’t
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always at fault, but it’s important to address the complaint with
them anyway. If the employee is at fault, respond accordingly.
If appropriate, outline a possible solution to the problem
behavior with measurable objectives so that the employee can
clearly demonstrate improvement. Significant problems or
ongoing complaints may warrant a more extensive response.

Don’t forget to follow up with the patient who made the
complaint, Ms. Parrish reminds. Respond in writing advising
the patient that you take their concern seriously and “make it
clear that you are addressing the problem,” she says.

Happier, More Satisfied, Thriving
Managing staff can be difficult for a host of reasons. Consider
just the potential range of attitudes and personalities within an
office, and it’s easy to see why some practices wish employee
management would just take care of itself. But it won’t.

The practice that focuses on developing effective staff man-
agement protocols will find that the time and energy invested
in hiring, training, and providing ongoing feedback will pay off
in happier staff at all levels, more satisfied patients, and a thriv-
ing practice. Open communication and regular performance
reviews with goals and performance standards form the corner-
stone to any effective staff management initiative. 

Tips for Effective Staff Management
Develop and distribute job descriptions for all posts.

Share job descriptions with prospective employees.

Expose job candidates to the practice culture.

Give adequate initial training.

Set and revisit measurable performance standards.

Monitor success.

Provide regular, ongoing training (from the basics through to new policies).

Consider a six-month initial probation for all employees.

Address concerns immediately, especially during probation.

Always provide measurable goals for improvement.

Schedule regular employee reviews.

Encourage employees to candidly share concerns, especially at reviews.

Identify and immediately address employee conflicts.

Address patient complaints about staff with the parties involved.

Follow-up patient complaints with a letter.

Plan team-building exercises. Be creative. Show appreciation.

Encourage direct interaction between front and back office personnel.
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